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Dr. Walllch on t~e Or~gln of the XVI.--Note on a Central-Aslatlc Field-Mouse (Mus arianus). By W. T. BLANFORD, F.R.S. &c. I AM indebted to Mr. Oldfield Thomas for calling my attention to the i~act that a Japanese species of Mus was named M. erythronotus by Temminck in 1850.
In the 'Annals' for 1875 I proposed the same name, M. e~wthronotus , far a mouse of which I obtained specimens at .Kohrud, between Isfahan and Teheran, in Persia. A specms apparently identical with the Persian mouse was collected by the late Dr. Stoliczka in Wakhgn, a proviRce on the Upper Oxus belonging to Afghanistan, and at Kgshgar, in Eastern Turkestan ; and the same form has since been found by Major Biddulph and Dr. Seully at Gilgit in the Upper Indus valley.
It is by no means certain that this form may not pass into the eastern races o{ Mus s]]lvaticus ; and it requires comparison with Mus sylvatieus, var. major, of Radde ; but as it. appears to be a well-marked type, with a wide distribution in Central Asia, and as the name Mus erflhronotus cannot be retained for it, in consequence of the prior use of the same specific denomination by Temminek, I propose to change the name to Mus arianus--from Ariana, one of the ancient names for Persia and the neighbouring countries to the eastward.
The following synonymy furnishes r t believe, all the necessary references ;--a medium for indulging in a number of unwarranted comments (for they cannot be called criticisms) upon my paper " On the Physical History of the Cretaceous Flints" (published in the ' Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, ' vol. xxxvi. No. 141, Feb. 1880 )*, I shall first reply to his strictures, and then avail myself of the opportunity to furnish some additional facts and arguments in support of my views, which want of space debarred me from bringing forward in the paper just referred to. That Mr. Sollas or any other professed geologist should have hesitated to accept my explanation as to the mode of formation of the Flints, and should freely canvass my facts as well as my conclusions, was not only perfectly legitimate, but no more than I expected when giving utterance to an hypothesis both novel and opposed, in some most important particulars, to all preconceived ideas concerning a difficult and avowedly unsolved geological problem. But I likewise expected, f¥om a writer whose previous researches on kindred subjects (so far was as I.
acquainted with them) had yielded me both pleasure and instruction, at least a precise and impartial ~ecital of such of my statements and conclusions as he felt called upon to impugn--together with some better results than a laboured and, as I venture to think, futile attempt to improve upon the well-known doctrine that " the flints are due to the replacement of carbonate of lime by silica" t.
Speaking generally, Mr. Sollas's paper contributes very little that can be considered original to our knowledge on the flint question--unless it be the interesting fact that the silica of the Trimmingham flints may, in part, have been derived from spicules belonging to, but now missing from, certain fossilized sponge-remains in the Trimmingham Chalk. For, although he devotes a considerable space in his paper to the chemistry of tile subject, it is obvious that he has derived his inspiration, on almost every material point relating to the production of flint, from the splendid researches of Graham, to which, in common with myself, he appears to be indebted for whatever information he possesses regarding the colloidal properties and combinations of silicic acid and colloidal substances in general:[. Yet he offers no explanation of the cha-This paper was read before the Geological Society in December 1879. See paper by Prof. Rupert Jones, F.R.S. &e., "On Quartz. Flint, and other forms of Silica" (Proe. Geol. Assoc. vol. iv. no. 7, Apr. 1876, p. 447) .
:~ Mr. SolIas mentions Mr. Graham's name only in relation to "the fact," if it bs:lO::;n:tehat sial~lCiuCma:idh~s ~he~proPtertfYr~a~t~l~YeC~mb~Fc~g with such of albumen and silicate of gelatin " (loc. cir. p. 452 ). Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Waltich on the Origin of the racteristie forms assumed by the flint nodules that may not be found in every geological textbook ; and upon the most difficult and puzzling question of all (namely, the cause of the strati~catlon of the flints)~ although he shows that he regards it as part and parcel of the Flint question, by just once (at p. 441) confessing it presents "a difficulty," from first to last he remains significantly silent.
I may observe, in reference to the last-mentioned fact, that I should have been content to discuss Mr. Sollas's theory of the formation of flint so far as it goes, and to leave entirely out of sight those points on which it would appear that he has been unable to arrive at any conclusion whateve U had he not indulged in such unjustifiable observations as the following :--"The last question which remains for discussion is the origin of the various external forms assumed by flint. A good deal of misconception appears to have arisen on the subject through a too exclusive attention to one particular form of flint arbitrarily selected as a t~pe of all others. For this (generally the irregular nodular form) a theory is framed which is then made to account forthe rest. Thus, when Dr. Bowerbank attempted to show that flints are silicified horny sponges, he accounted for the flint-veins of the chalk by supposing them to be horny sponges which had grown over the sides of an open fissure at the cretaceous sea-bottom; and Dr. Wallieh, after giving an explanation of flint nodules and layers, speaks of the veins as formed by a ~stuggish overflow of silicasaturated protoplasm ~ into fissures in the chalk.' There does not appear much to choose between these rival explanations of the veins ; both are attempts to square a preconceived hypothesis with an obnoxious fact" (loc. cit. p. 450) .
Mr. Sollas is doubtless aware that Dr. Bowerbank can no longer answer for himself. He has, however, associated my name with that of a universally respected and known scientific thinker and writer, whose researches on the Sponges alone ought to have protected him from an imputation which~ applied as it has been to myself as well as to Dr. Bowerbank, I can only describe as being wholly unfounded.
Mr. SoUas has taken care not to state at what page the words he here quotes from my paper are to be found. I will supply the omission. The seven words in question constitute the sole allusion to the flint-veins made by me, from beginning to end of my paper. The context~ now furnished, will show that theformatlon of the veins was not what I was speaking about, but the "homogeneousness" of the colloid maNrial contained in the fissures. In my paper I offered no Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 other opinion whatever on the veins, for reasons which I considered sufficient--the allusions to sluggish overflows into the fissures of the chalk being made solely with a view to point out that, had they been filled with an aqueous solution, the fissures would not only have been lined with silica, but the walls of the fissure would, to a considerable depth, have become silicified through the absorbent power of the chalk. This view I still regard as valid, and as applicable to the tabular layers of chalk also. The following is the sentence from which Mr. Sollas has detached and quoted (as I shall show he has done in other instances) an incomplete passage, in order that he might impugn it :--" But that the colloidal idiosyncrasy of silica performed a much more important function in the phenomena connected with the flints than has heretofore been supposed, appears to me to be indicated by the evidence of the almost perfect incorporation of the organic silica with a colloid material, the unique amcebiibrm nodulation of the flints, and its homogeneousness, whether occurring in nodules, in continuous sheets parallel to the stratification, or as sluggish overflows into fissures in the chalk" (lee. clt. p. 89) .
Again, at p. 451 of his paper Mr. Sollas says :--" In attempting to find an explanation for the form of these flints we may consider the following suppositions :--(i) The .form may have been determined by the presence of animal ms-tter (protoplasm, Wallich), or (ii) of the products of its decomposition," &c .... " The first explanation may best be stated in Dr. Wallich's own words. Thus, speaking of the irregular nodules, he says :--~ those characteristic am~blform outlines which, according to my hypothesis, are dependent on the presence of, and the combination of the silica with, the accumulation of nearly pure protoplasm still sufficiently recent to have resisted admixture with calcareous or other matter '(loc. cir. p. 79). As I have already shown in the earlier part of this paper that flints originate as silicified chalk, we need not spend time on a.formal confutation of Dr. Wallich' s hypothesis; but when Dr. Wallich remarks that ~ the various conditions that present themselves from the earliest elimination of the silica from tile sea-water to the period when it becomes finally consolidated, have never, that I am aware, been consecutively followed out ' (lee. cit. p. 89) , I would take the liberty to refer him to a paper of my own, printed in abstract in the Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. re1. xxix. p. 76 (1873) , where the steps are perhaps as consecutlvelyfollowed out as in Dr. Wallich's paper itself. As my paper has never been published in full~ I shalt Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 make no apology for giving here a rather lengthy extract from it " (Mr. Sollas's paper, ~ Annals, ' Dec. 1880, p. 452 ).
Both the above extracts from my paper are so incorrectly given, and mutilated by the omission of the context, as to materially alter their purport, at the very time that Mr. Sollas informs his readers that " THE-FIRST EXPLANATION may best be ffiven in Dr. lVallich's own words," and prefaces his first quotation by saying that I was "speaking of the irregular nodules," in order to make it appear that I was then describing some part of my hypothesis. I was neither describing any part of my hypothesis, offering an explanation of any supposition, nor directly or indirectly making any allusion to the question of the nodules. I had been impugning a statement by Sir Charles Lyell, made under a misapprehension of certain facts which I was relating concerning the very insignificant part played by the Diatomaee~e in supplying the silica of the flints~ and was repeating generally what I had been at great pains in proving, for the first time, by detailed evidence, that "the comparatively bulky siliceous framework and spicule-system of the deep-sea vitreous sponges must constitute the main source of supply of the material for the flints." Speaking of this, I continued as follows :--" Indeed, it is far from improbable that the true flints are produced solely in the areas occupied by the sponge-beds, the flints becoming (elsewhere) more cherty and DEVOID Of t]~ose characteristic amoeb~form outlines which, according to my hypothesis, are dependent " &e. (see my paper, p. 79).
Therefore, to cite this passage as an " explanation" of my hypothesis, more particularly as it was not described by Mr. Sollas either before or afterwards~ was a mere abuse of words~ if not of facts ! In the second of the above extracts Mr. Sollas pursues the same course of destroying the purport of the passage by suppressing the context. Such a method of supplying the ipslsMma verba of a writer might, in skilful hands, be so applied as to warrant the impression that the best hypothesis that ever was constructed was not worth the ink it was written with. In the present case, so finely had Mr. Sollas drawn the line as to deprive the sentence he quotes of a definitely expressed limitation~ by omitting the word " But," with which it commences.
The following is the paragraph from which the extract is taken:--" That the predisposition of silica, itself in reality a colloid, to form colloidal combinations with albuminous and other materials was known long before deep-sea exploration Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 was dreamt of~ is a well-known historical fact; it has been alluded to by most of the writers who have attempted an explanation of the mode of formation of the flints. But the various conditions that present themselves~ from the earliest elimination of the silica from the sea-water to the period when it becomes finally consolidated~ have never~ that I am aware, been consecutively followed out" (see my paper~ p. 89).
It will be seen from this that I had distinctly shown 7 in the previous part of the paragraph from which the quotation is mad% that I laid no claim to originality in reference to the abstract chemical questions concerned on the subject of colloids and notably of silica. Yet~ incredible as it may appear~ the four next pages of ~¢Ir. Sollas's paper, which are taken up with the said "lengthy extracts" contain not a single observation that is not wholly connected with the chemical and molecular changes that take place in the formation of flint nodulcs~ and the infiltration with silica of certain shells from the Blackdown Greensand beds~ which has no direct bearing whatever on the questions now before us. Indeed the concluding paragraph of the extract proves this; fbr in it the writer says :--" Thus the crystalline state of flint nodules offers us no evidence for or against our theory of the formation of these fossils. This theory may be summed up under two heads :--(1) combination of silicic acid with animal matter of various kinds--a chemical fact; and (2) concentration of the silica from the silicate of animal matter thus formed~ by the extrication of the organic Tart of the com-Tound. This is a Ture assumTtion ~ but one which a~rees very well with other well-known facts in chemistry " (loc~ cir. p. 456).
Again~ speaking of the irregular forms of the flint nodules~ :Mr. Sollas observes~ at p. 459 of his paper :~" These, by their fhntastic flowing outlines~ are responsible for much of the theorizing which can only regard flint as a silicification of organic matter. Thus~ Dr. Wallich repeatedly lays stress on ~the unique amcebiform nodutation of the flints~'though one may remark that one of the characteristic features of an amoebiform outline is that it seldom remains the same two minutes together ; and this cannot be said of flints~ although~ as Dr. Wallich speaks in another place of the flints showing ~ signs of the specific contractility of colloid silicas' one might infer that he does not regard this character as absent. A flint moving by means of its pseudopodia would be an interesting object ;
.but perhaps the distinguished writer merely alludes to the Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Wallich on the OrCgin of dte excessive shrinkage which colloid silica undergoes in passing from the pectous to the solid state; and certainly, to one who has experimented with colloid silica, the wonder on Dr. Wal-]ich's hypothesis would b% not that the flints show signs of shrinkage, but that they do not present them more markedly. The time for conclusions based on superficial resemblances is now gone by ; we no longer regard ' dendrites ' as fossils on account of their moss-like form, nor profess to be ' able to tell an honest man by the smell' " (Mr. Sollas's paper, p. 459).
This extraordinary composition may, or may not, have been written in a wholly serious spirit. It has appeared, however, in a journal occupying a foremost rank in the scientific literature of our time, and is therefore calculated to engender an idea that it embodies a legitimate criticism upon views correctly ascribed to me. This is, in itself, a more than sufficient reason why it should be seriously answered, and why some other personal observations made by Mr. Sollas in the same journal, in regard to my writings, should receive distinct refutation at my hands.
Since Mr. Sollas has become so zealous an advocate for preciseness of expression on the part of a non-professional naturalist as to take exception at the use of the word amoebl-96rm~which he alleges, but incorrectly, was " repeatedly" employed in my paper,--how comes it, I would ask, that,in the very same paragraph that contains his criticism, he should himself have described, in language of his own selection, and, it is to be assumed, conforming in all respects with his enlightened views, "the irregular and fantastic FLOWING outlines of the flint-nodules" as being " responsible for much of the theorizing" he refers to ; my name being pointedly associated with this observation? And how comes it that, in the 'Annals' for December last (p. 38), he should, when speaking of the FORM of these nodules, have thus expressed himself :--" In form they vary greatly, some being flabellate, some irregularly conical, others consist of a somewhat ellipsoidal body on a short stalk, while many are irregular and
The word amcebiform, though a hybrid and but little removed from the Latin and Greek jargon which day by day Before passing on from this portion of my subject, I beg leave to say that the tone of Mr. Sollas's remarks~ and more particularly of the last-quote4 paragraph of his paper, would have been answered only by one general expression of. reprobation on my part, but for the way in which he has attempted to make the personalities and other matters I complain of serve the purpose of depreciating my oplnions, and hasthus 1eft me no alternative but to enter fully into the facts.
Mr. Sollas opened his paper by citing the opinion of Ehrenberg and Sir Charles-Lyell (which he says "is supported by Dr. Wallich" and others) that the silica of the flints "has been derived fi'om siliceous organisms, either collected into distinct layers or scattered through some other deposit, like the siliceous remains now found dispersed in the Atlantic ooze." A glance at p. 265 of Sir Charles Lyell's latest work, ' The Student's Elements of Geology,' will nevertheless show that such was not the opinion entertained in 1871 by that illustrious geologist. I can answer for myself, moreover~ that no opinion of the kind has ever been entertained or expressed by myself, either elsewhere or in my paper on the Chalk flints. Referring to the analogy that has been drawn between the Atlantic mud and the chalk, and the inference which he alleges has been based on this analogy, "that siliceous organisms were at one time present in the chalk~ just as they now are in the ooze," Mr. Soltas states that he will at once " proceed to make this inference independent of analogy~ by showing that it is really nothing less than a statement of fact" (Ioc. cir. p. 438) . And this he-immediately claims to have done on evidence afforded by the Trimmingham flints, which goes " straight to the point," but which I venture to affirm leaves the inference as thoroughly dependent on analogy as ever it was--the only change in the situation being that, whereas I and other writers on the subject avowedly drew our analogy from analyses of chalk taken-from the middle of a chalk-stratum~ he drew his, not, as he pledged himself to do, from the Trimmingham Flints, but from chalk adherent to the crevices of the flint-nodules, and separated from them by washing and subsequent treatment with hydrochloric acid. It is true he does not confine himself in this matter only to the evidence afforded by the Trimmingham flints, but says his conclusions are supported by what he has observed at the Niagara chert-beds, the Carboniferous beds of Scotland and l~orth Wales, and also in other English strata. But at p. 441 he says, in reference to 't a difficulty" he has encountered :--" This is to be found in the restriction of the flints to Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 definite layers in the chalk, the chalk above and below being free both from them and from sponge-spicules. It is difficult to see, in the first place, how a .shallow sea came to consist of a strong solution of silica, and still more so to understand how it came to vary in a rhythmical fashion, sometimes being concentrated enough to lead to the formation of flints, and again pure enough to leave the intervening chalk almost absolutely devoid of silica." His "statement of fact," as derived from the occurrence of great numbers of spongespicules adherent to the nodules, goes for nothing therefore, in so far as the present question is concerned.
But Mr. Sollas claims to have obtained proof of another kind, in the presence in limestone-rocks of minute quartzcrystals and chalcedonized shells, and occasionally "numerous grains of silica with a radiate crystalline structure "--and notably in the mountain-limestone of Caldon Low, in which were found a large number of crystals, which he rapturously describes as being " six-sided prisms terminated by six-sided pyramids, the usual form of rock-crystal," and immortalizes by adding that it may "be accepted as a fact that in the mountain-limestone these beautiful crystals abound." A great many more details are furnished, relating to the microscopic measurements of these crystals, their being " beautiful potariscopic objects," &c., ali of which information is no doubt excellent in its way, as showing that indubitable, minute, and perfectly-formed rock-crystals have "somehow " been produced from silica in aqueous solution ; but in this, as in the previous case, not a single new or additional fact is brought forward which can in any wise connect the silica of the crystals with the silica of sponge-spicules, or furnish a pretext for assuming that they may not, with just as much probability, have been formed from the silica always held in solution in sea-water, and which is said to be derived principally from the comminuted siliceous ddbris of felspathic rocks brought down to the sea by rivers*. Therefore, until this connecting-link between the Trimmingham flints and the spicules found on the chalk adherent to Lhem (but only mechanically) can be positively affirmed, and between "calcitized siliceous
sponges and the deposited slhca, whmh, ,,we are told~ is generally to be found somewhere not far off, Mr. Sollas must not be surprised at my regarding these mere "inferences" of his--probable, no doubt, but still mere inferences--with even less reverence than he regards the inference he could not deny was based, at all events~ on a due amount of analogical reasoning. But this raises the very important question, whether the Trimmingham chalk and flints can, for the purposes of the present inquiry, with any propriety be ranked in the same category as the typical chalk-strata, which have as certainly been deposited at abyssal depths in the ocean as the Trimmingham strata have been deposited in comparatively shallow water. On this point I do not propose to offer an independent opinion, but shall content myself with citing the opinions of experienced geologists~ and amongst others of Mr. Sollas himself.
Referring, in the first section of his paper, published in the 'Annals' for November 1879 (which was really a treatise upon the Trimmingham flint-spicules and nodules), to the Sponges which furnished the still-existing spicules, he says these " lived on a sea-floor probably somewhere between 100 and 400 fathoms deep." In the later (i. e. December) portion of his paper bearing the same title, after not!ng the fact that "currents have had some influence " in causing an addition to the proper spicular complement "of the Trimmingham forms from Sponges of other kinds," he again admits '~ the flints 7' in this locality "were not formed at any abyssal depth," but at from " 100 to 400 fathoms, giving a pressure of from 20 to 80 atmospheres," by which he considers the solution of the spicules in sea-water might have been aided*. Now, according to the authorities on the subject about to be cited~ it will be seen that the average depth at which the ancient Cretaceous mud was deposited is so vastly in excess even of the maximum depth indicated for the Trimmingham deposit~ that the conditions under which animal life existed in the two regions do not admit of. comparison. In the one region the water immediately overlying the sea-bed must have been in a state of practically perfect quiescence ; in the other (as collateral evidence, to be presently produced~ will show)~ the water immediately overlying the sea-bed must have been in a state of constant and perhaps even powerful movement, owing to tidal and other currents In the one region sponge
hfe (the now admitted chief source of the s~hca from-which the chalk-flints were formed) was in all probability developed, as it is known to be in our own day~ to an enormous extent ; and with it, of cours% the dense protoplasmic environment which forms an organic constituent of the deep-sea sponges, and is, as I stated in my former paper, as indispensable a factor in the production of the flints, as they now present themselves in the Upper Chalk, as the silica itself which is derived from the sponge-spicules. In the other region sponge-life did, no doubt, occur to a certain and, possibly, considerable extent. But the condition of aqueous movement at the sea-bed during the deposition of the Trimmingham beds must there have constituted an insuperable obstacle (as it undoubtedly is to this day, at depths no greater than those determined for the Trimmingham beds) to the development of both the sponges and their protoplasmic nidns in sufficient abundance to lead to the formation of the typical black flint, which, according to my hypothesis, is as distinct in its mode of formation from the cherty varieties as the chert is distinct in its mode of formation from the chalk. Accordingly, the element of depth becomes a material factor in our present investigation. Professor Prestwich, when referring to '~ Submarine Temperatures" ~, in his Address delivered in 1871 at the Anniversary Meeting of the Geological Society, observed :--" From these considerations the question arises whether the deep sea in which the Chalk was deposited may not also have been a sea shut out from direct communication with the Arctic seas "(loc. cir. p. 39) .... observed that u no reef-building corals are occupants of the deep sea, on which there is little doubt the Chalk was deposited " (Quart. Journ. Geol. Sue. 1875, p. 419)--an authoritative statement which it is somewhat unfortunate Mr. Sollas should have overlooked, inasmuch as it might possibly have saved him from drawing a very misleading parallel between the flints of the Trimmingham and those of really typical Upper-Chalk strata.
On the other hand, we have it on the authority of an observer, whose opportunities of arriving at a correct estimate of the mean depths at which the modern deep-sea calcareous deposits are being formed have never been equalled, that there can be no doubt whatever that we have, forming at the bottom of the present ocean, a vast sheet of rock, which very closely resembles chalk;" and "there can be little doubt that the o~d chal]c was produced in the same manner and under closely similar circumstances" (c The Depths of the Sea,' 1872, p. 470).
But another, and perhaps the most material, fact in relation to the Trimmingham beds remains to be noticed. It is one on which I lay very great emphasis, as proving that a large proportion of the spicules (on which ~[r. Sollas has based the whole of his superstructure of argument in relation to his hypothesis of the flint-formation as a whole) have, in all probability, been both drifted to and fro on the sea-bed and subject to very powerful disturbing agencies, and accessions from other more or less littoral localities, since the period when the associated Cretaceous deposit was formed. The fact referred to is described in a letter from Mr. Clement Reid, of H.M. Geological Survey of England and Wales, which was published in the ~Geological Magazine,' Dec. 2, vol. vii. p. 238. Mr. Reid, after remarking on another explanation that had been suggested, says :--" My difficulties in accepting the view that the contortions were formed by the dead weight of masses let down from above are, firstly, that I cannot find a single case where uneontorted beds have been deposited over the contorted one, though at first sight many sections have that appearance ; and, secondly, that no weight we can imagine possible could drive up the solid chalk at Trimmingham in a ridge three quarters of a mile long from N.W. to S.E., and apparently about 250 yards wide, this disturbance, it must be remembered, a~ecting not only the chalk, but 2009~et of overlying claus and sands." Any commentary on such evidence is,. I submit, unnecessary; for, to quote a favourite expression of Mr. Sollas's, "these facts speak for themselves."
But, strange to relate, Mr. Sollas arrives at the conclusion Ann. & Mug. N. Hist. Set. 5. Vot. vii. 13 Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 that "the once existing spicules are absent from the Trimmingham deposit--not because they have been washed away, but dissolved ; for they are invariably absent in fossil sponges and stratified deposits. Neither Zittel nor I" (he says) " have seen a trace of them ; and my observations on the comparative readiness with whicl~ they undergo solution in--CAUSTIC POTASH, serve to explain their absence"! (loc. cir. p. 442).
If these are not "inferences," they are something more, namely pure assumptions--the first an improbable assump-tion~ the second worse than improbabl% since every schoolboy knows nowadays what the action of "caustic potash" is on silic% and that caustic potash is certainly not one of the .ingredients which chemical analysts have heretofore detected in oceanic waters. It is therefore "a self-evident truth" that the solution of the Trimmingham sponge-spicules on the seabed could not~ under any known conditions~ have been due to *he substance referred t% even were it possible for the alkali to exist in sea-water in the form of hydrate. Besides there is no other substance in sea-water which possesses even an approximate solvent energy upon silica. "The chemical fact" referred to (loc. clt. p. 456) cannot, therefor% under the most strained interpretation~ be regarded as "serving to explains" or being connected with~ "the absence of the spicules" from the T~immingham deposit. Nor~ coupling it with what has been previously advaneed~ can it be regarded otherwise than as demolishing Mr. Soltas's claim to having made a demonstrated fact occupy the place either of analogy or inference.
And~ ~oing yet a step further~ if we take the whole of the facts that have up to this point been ~eeorded~ I venture to think it has been indisputably proved that no parallel can be drawn~ for the purposes of the present inquiry~ between the Trimmingham Chalk with its flints and the White or Upper Chalk with its flints~ or even the typical calcareous deposits of the modern At]antic sea-bed. Should this conclusion he correct~ it follows~ as a natural consequenc% that the whole of the arguments and hypotheses Mr. Sol]as has~ with so much con-fidenc% based solely on evidence supplied by a shallow-water cretaceous deposit like that of Trimmingham~ subject as it must have been to disturbing tidal and current-influences during the period of its deposition, and to still more violent and cataclysmal agencies afterwards~ must be looked upon as untenable.
I will now proceed to consider two other important questions which have a direct bearing on the flint-formation. The first is :---Does the ordinary theory of replacement of carbonate of lime by silica, which has been so ably discussed by Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
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Prof. Rupert Jones and others, account for all the phenomena ? The second :--Is flint, the true black or typical flint of the Upper or White Chalk, a crystalline, or an amorphous and, to a certain extent, colloid body ?
It has already been stated that, according to Mr. Sollas~ "flints originate as silic~ed chalk" (loc. cir. p. 452). "It would appear (he says) that the simple deposition of silex is impossible in the Chalk ; the first STAGE of deposition in this deposit is always that of replacement (ibid. p. 451). 7, And again :--'~ Briefly to sum up, a deposit of sponge-spicules accumulated in the chalk ooze ~, and in the presence of sea-water under pressure entered into solution. Replacement of the calcareous material of the ooze then ensued, small shells, and many large ones too, being converted into silex ; and siliceous chalk, notfllnt~ was the result. The chambers of the Foraminifera and the interstices of the chalk were now filled up by a simple deTo. sltion of silica, and the siliceous chalk became converted into black flint, an incompletely silicified layer of chalk remaining as the white layer of the surface" (ibid. p. 449).
It will, I think, be admitted that it is no easy matter to divine, from this extraordinary description~ what the distinction is which the author desires to convey between his version of the replacement-theory, that "flint originates as silicified chalk," and the generally accepted view, that " the flints are due to the replacement of carbonate of lime by silica "--apart from the fact that the former is an unnecessarily complicated mode of expressing the latter~ which, as it stands~ is both plain and to the point. But it will be observed that Mr. Sollas divides the process into two distinct parts~ which he dignifies by the name of ~ stages," without in any wise intimating what is to be gained by this division. The first stage (he tells us) commenced with the solution of the sponge-spicules in seawater under pressure, and ended when tt~e calcareous ooze, with some small shells and many large ones too, became converted into silex, through the replacement of carbonate of * This is an assumption, since no accumtflation of spictfles "in the ooze"at all sufficient to account for ~he flint-formation has as yet been recorded by any deep-sea observer. I have seen nothing in the North Atlantic that could meet the requirements of the case. I was the first, however, to point out and furnish valid reasons for concluding that the substance called "JBathybius/' which from the first I suspected to be no independent living organism, is merely the effete residuum of deep-sea organic life and the protoplasmic nidus of the deep-sea vitreous sponges, whose existence, in inconceivably vast numbers, over the calcareous areas of the sea-bed~ had been conclusively demonstrated during the cruises of the ' Porcupine ' and ~ Challenger.' (See my paper "On the Cretaceous Flims," pp. 74-77.) Dr. Wallich on the Or~gln of the lime by silica--siliceous chalk, but not fl~nt, being the result ; whilst the second stage commenced with the filling-up of the chambers of the Foraminifera and the interstices of the chalk by a simple deposition of silex, and ended when the siliceous chalk became converted into black flint, an incompletel~l silicified laffer of chalk remaining as the white layer of its surface.
The replacement-theory as taught by Prof. Rupert Jones* is undoubtedly applicable to the flints, so far as it goes. Mr. Sollas's version robs it of this attribute. For how and why the replacement by silica, admitted to have extended, during the first stage, to the ooze and some small and many large shells, should not, without let or hindrance, have, at the same tim% entered the chambers of the Foraminifer% which, though small, present no peculiarity of structure that could interfere with the penetration into their chambers of the " simple" siliceous solution--how or why this solution should have reached the calcareous particles of the ooze and certain shells without gaining access to them through the interstices existing amongst the oozy particles themselves, and should not in the first instead of the second stage have silicified these interstices--and, above all, how or why the siliceous solution, which, from the commencement of the first to the final completion of the second stage, must necessarily have gained access to the interior of the mass of ooze by permeating its boundary-wall% should have failed throughout to silicify these, and should have left them in the shape of an "incompletely silicified layer of chalk remaining as the white layer of its surface," are problems far too subtle for ordinary understandings to grapple with~ although Mr. Sollas appears to have long ago solved them to his own satisfaction, as the following remark, at p. 452 of his paper, somewhat personally attests :--"As I have already sho.wn, in an earlier part of this paper, that flints originate as silicified chalk, we need not spend time on a formal confutation of Dr. Wallich's hy2othesls "t These details may appear wearisome, and, could they be taken apart from Mr. Sollas's conclusions, might with advantage be ignored. They become important, however, when ° Prof. Rupert Jones qualifies the theory by adding :--"As this mineral (silica) rarely succeeds e~leite as a true pseudomorph, it is only the amorphous, or detrltal, carbonate of lime of the organisms constituting the Iimestone that has been replaced by silica (as flint &c.), and not the crystallized material of Echinodermatal spines &e ...... the guards of .Belemnites, nor the shells of Inoceramus, Ostrea, Terebratula, &c." (lot. cir. ant~, . Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 viewed in connexion with the fact that they rendered it necessary for me to show on what grounds I reject those conclusions ; and I mean from henceforth in this paper to discuss only the replacement theory of Prof. Rupert Jones, although compelled to dissent from it to the extent of maintaining that it performs no part w£atever in the production of tile true or black flint of the Upper Chalk , which, ap art from. its imbeddedpseudomorphs. . of Foraminifera and other orgamsms, and their commmuted d~bris, I regard as having, from first to last, passed through the following stages :--first, in the state of inorganic, and probably some orgamc, silica held in solution in sea-water under the special conditions prevailing at the deep-sea bed; then, in the shape of sponge-skeletons and spicules*; next, of silica in its-gelatinous and perfectly colloidal condition ; and, finally, in the form of the flints.
In short, every imbedded pseudomorph, without exception, consists not of pure but of impure flint; in other words, it becomes cherty, and ought to be in the strictest sense regarded as an ~ inclusion." Moreover the whole of these pseudomorphs included in, but not forming part and parcel of, the pure flint (of course omitting the large foreign bodies, such as Echinoderm and other shells, which so frequently form a nucleus, around or within which the colloidal silica has collected), if consolidated into compact masses, would rarely, if ever, occupy a space that would not be insignificant in comparison wilh the bulk of the remaining mass of pure flint in which they had been imprisoned. In their case replacement of carbonat-e of time by silica must undoubtedly have taken place, precisely as it takes place wheu large masses of shell, as, for example of Inoceramus, have been accidentally entrapped in the still plastic and viscid colloid. But inasmuch as it would be a palpable error to regard such foreign bodies as integral portions of the flinty matrix, even though occurring in the l~ighest stage of silicification, so long as there is the slightest trace of the opalescence resulting from the combination of the silicic acid with a mere remnant of the calcareous or fibrous tissues, so it would be a palpable error to regard the minute organisms which are almost invariably imprisoned in the flint, like insects in amber, as constituting integral portions of the imprisoning material. Or, per contra, if these are regarded as integral portions of the flint structure, so must the cherty rind or crust of the nodular flints, and the white outer coating of the tabular layers, both of which are due merely to the accidental entanglement in the still viscid colloidal mass of silica of minute calcareous organisms and their debris, ~c the imperfectly silici~ed layer of chalk remaining as the white layer of its smface/' as it is very properly described by Soltas, be also thus regarded--a conclusion that would obviously be absurd.
Were the replacement theory applicable except in the case of the cherty varieties, there would be no such thing as pure flint ; but we should have in lieu of it a composite mass, not homogeneous and, at times, almost translucent, but a substance identical in every respect with the cherty core that occasionally occupies what was, in the nascent state of the nodule, a portion of calcareous mud around which the colloidal mass of silica and protoplasm combined had closed in so as to form an internal chamber or cavity, the outer surface of the never absolutely silicified contents passing transitionally, though sometimes somewhat rapidly, from perfectly pronounced chert to perfectly pronounced flint.
It is true that Mr. Sollas seems to have such unlimited faith in the silicifying powers of his hypothesis that he sees no difficulty in supposing that "concentration of the silica" from the "silicate of animal matter," formed by the combination of silicic acid with animal matter of various kinds, may take place by the extrication of the organic part of the compound ;" though he admits that this supposition is a " pure assumption which agrees very well with other well known facts in chemistry" (lee. cir. p. 456). At page 454 he says~ " In all these and similar cases the silica, concentrated by the dissi-2ation of the animal matter~ which seemed in the first place to imprison it from solution, might remain in the crystaltoid or the colloid state; at this distance of time we cannot determine." But even this extreme and ambiguously expressed view of the potentialities of colloid matter would hardly be tenable in these day% as explaining the only practicable way in which the annihilation-for it must be that or nothing--of the basal organic substance could be brought about which enters into the constitution of every shell and spicule, and which contains one elementary body that is certainly not an ingredient of pure flint, and coutd be got rid of only by entering into chemical union with another of the released elements to form carbonic acid. How comes it, then, that the constituent elements of the basal organic matter of the Foraminifera1 and other calcareous, and, indeed, of all siliceous-shelled organisms, including the sponges Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 themselves (whether we bury our heads and call it spiculin*, or glairine t~ or acanthiue :~ o1" even Bathybine §) ~ if all absolutely " dissipated," or " extricated," should leave any pseudomorphic forms behind at all? If pseudomorphs~ the pseudomorph must represent something, that., has been replaced. But under the extraordinary condmons assumed by Mr. Sollas they can represent nothing--a logical situation from which I shall certainly not attempt to dislodge them~ for most obvious reasons.
I may here mention another of the reasons which induce me to reject the replacement theory as applicable to the true flint. It is the fact that~ were no powerful restraining influence at work on the sea-bed wherever the calcareous deposits oecur~ such as arises out of the nearly absolute insolubility in sea-water of sponge and Foraminiferal protoplasm~ and of the now gelatinous and colloid silica in combination with it~ instead of well-defined strata of chalk alternating with nodular and tabular layers of flint~ the stratum of the one substance never encroaching upon or becoming deeply fused into the stratum of the other so as to render it doubtful where chalk entirely ends and silica begins (evidence being in this wise furnished of their insulation from each other being dependent on some chemical or molecular agency present in the one which is absent in the other), the replacement process would have had no definite limits~ and must have been exerted indeterminately. This would have resulted in the production~ in lieu of stratified chalk with intercalated and contbrmable layers of flint~ of siliceous limestone, either with or without concretionary masses of chert distributed through it~ probably without any regard to regularity. And~ lastly, we should certainly not meet with nodular flints bearing unmistakable evidence of a highly colloidal origin. Nay, it is perhaps not going too far to say that~ in such a cas% the entire mass of organic rock known as chalk would~ through the replacement of the whole of its carbonate of lime by silica~ which had penetrated in a state of very dilute aqueous solution into every nook and * Prof. So]lags paper, p. 445. J" Alexis Julien, in ditto, p. 457. $ ' The Atlantic,' by Sir Wyville Thomson, vol. i. p. 340. § G. C. Wallich, supr& I would repeat here what I stated in a footnote at p. 73 of my paper on the Flints, that I used the word "protoplasm" only because it is less specialized than either sarcode or albumen.
It will be time enough to give it a distinctive name, as applied to enveloping albuminoid substance of the sponges or the basal organic substance of their siliceous .parts~ when we really know in what the distinction between the various guises under which protoplasm appears shall be more precisely determined than it has hitherto been. Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Wallich on tire Or~g{n of the cranny, have become converted into one stupendous pseudomorphic mass of compact silicified limestone.
It must not be imagined~ however~ that the views now so confidently advocated are based on mere assumption unsupported by a fair amount of relevant evidence--as relevant perhaps as any evidence can be that relates to natural operations that may in times past have been~ or may even now be~ carried on at abyssal depths in the ocean ~. I have from time to time, during a long-continued study of the flint question, seen specimens of limestone thickly studded with fossil diatoms, not one of which, even when examined under a microscopic power amply sufficient to exhibit any loss of substance or fbrm, exhibited the least trace of having undergone solution ; the calcareous matrix of the limeston% crystalline and apparently deposited from solution~ enclosed the diatom-valves, which remained as distinct from each other, although in the closest mechanical contact, as it was possible for them to be. It is~ doubtless~ both possible and probable that some of the more delicate of these structures may have undergone complete solution; for~ as pointed out by me nearly twenty years ag% the Acanthometr% a remarkable and very beautiful group of siliceous organisms inhabiting only the surface-waters of the open ocean, often in immense numbers, are never found in recent or fossil oceanic deposits. This I showed to be the result of the unusually large admixture of basal protoplasm with silic% of which their spines are composed, and which imparts to them a very distinct optical character, causing them, in virtue of this excess of colloidal matter~ invariably to dissolve away in sea-water before their remains can sink down to the bottom. Some diatoms likewise present this character ; and accordingly these may~ if they formerly existed~ have vanished from the limestone under notice. But, as already stated, the whole of those still visible remain perfectly intact, and~ when seen in delicately cut sections, retain their characters so perfectly as to enable their marine origin to be positively determined.
As bearing directly on this question, I will here quote from my ' North-Atlantic Sea-bed~' published in 1862, with a view to show that even at that early date I had given the snbject some careful consideration~ though atl my conclu-* It is almost needless to point out that~ in all questions relating to the conditions and changes taking place at the bottom of the ocean~ assumption and hypothesis must, for many a day to come, occupy the place of demonstrated facts. Hypotheses are the advanced guard of knowledge, and, if properly equip!0ed and cautiously sent forth~ minimize the risks of fallacy when exploring an unknown regu'on in science. Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 sions may not bare been strictly accurate :~" It is probable that the saline and mineral substances present in sea-water exercise a much more marked effect on the formation of the organic deposits of the deeper zones of the ocean than has been admitted under the ~antibiotic' view so often referred to. From the nature of the difficulties by which the inquiry is surrounded, not only is the chief portion of our knowledge regarding the deep-sea bed rather of a theoretical than a practical kind, but unfortunately it must long continue to be so. It is therefore doubly expedient to test this knowledge by the light of every fact that science or accident may throw in our way .....
If we examine the siliceous concretions, our perplexities increase rather than diminish ; for whilst remains of siliceous-shelled organisms are to be met with in them, it is very remarkable that they do not belong to the family of siliceous-shelled Rhizopods that next to the Foraminifera are most largely represented at the bed of the ocean, namely the Polycystina; and there is no authenticated example up to the present period of a Polycystine shell ]~aving been detected in a flint. From the nature of the hydrosilicates~ we could hardly expect to find the forms of siliceous organisms preserved; hence it is possible that the mineral atoms of the Polycystina have become merged as it were into the substance of the masses. But since we constantly detect siliceous spicules of sponges. which have not yielded to disintegration though simila-rly formed, it is diffficult to reconcile the apparent anomaly. If we regard the concretions as principally made up of sponge-spicules~ the case is but little altered ; ~¢br the pseudomorphsof the calcareous shells of the Foraminifera are plentiful intheir substanc% and indicate that the conditions under which they were tbrmed and silicified were such as might have been shared by the testaceous Rhizopods generally" (op. cir. pp. 120, 121) . " Again, in those marine deposits in which the Diatomacem arc sufficiently abundant and well marked to indicate that they had lived in the immediate locality, it may be taken for granted either that the water was shallow or that the deposit was formed along a eoast-lin% since no Diatomaceve live at greater depths than from 400 to 500 fathoms. In the deep-sea beds where Diatomacete oecur~ the characters of the spccies~ their variety, and their limited numbers, at once show they had been drifted from distant shallows, or were free floating surface forms which had subsided to the bottom after death. Whilst as yet we have no positive proof that the Polyeystina live at extreme depths, it is a very significant circumstance that the large assemblages of these organisms hitherto met with in such a recent state as to indicate vitality Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 occur in deep water, and that the forms taken alive at the immediate surface of the ocean in some latitudes are sufficiently distinct: to prove that the same species do not occur at the surface and at the bottom without undergoing marked modification. On the other hand: there is reason to believe that some of the siliceous organisms met with in a living condition at the surface of the open ocean cannot live at any great depth, and that,from some peculiarity 6z molecular constltution~ the siliceous portion of their structure yields to the solvent power of the water. Thus the Acanthometrina, a small group of organisms with siliceous frameworks of extreme symmetry and of such characteristic shape as to be readily distinguishable, occur in tolerable profusion in tropical and subtropical latitudes ; but~ strange to sa~, not a trace of their siliceous remains is to be found either in recent or fossil oceanic deposits" (ibid. pp. 126, 127) .
I have still in my possession unmounted and mounted material obtained by me in 1857 from the surface of the Indian Ocean, and Southern and Mid-Atlantic Ocean, containing specimens, in considerable numbers, of Acanthometrce, Poly-cystina~ 1)ictyochidce, Diatomac% and Sph~rozoldce--the mounted specimens in Canada balsam, the crude material in dilute alcohol. ]n both cases~ the Acanthometrce~ and some of the very delicate oceanic Diatomacve, with the thin-shelled Sphverozoidw, were the first to show signs of solution~ about ten years after they were obtained. In twenty years most of these had vanished as visible structures, but the .fluffy residuum of their sarcodlc bodies remained. Now some of the more solidly built forms are beginning to yield, and probably will do so in the course of a few scores of years, which, it is almost needless to say, is but a moment in comparison with the periods involved in any of the great chemical or molecular changes brought about in Nature. But, surely, no fact could be more clearly indicative of the potency residing in protoplasm than the one just furnished, these minute siliceous structures having, undoubtedly, given way under the powerful colloidal properties of what was once their owl1 body-substance.
What, then, do these facts prove .9 First and foremost, they prov% by the presence of forms belonging to genera which invariably live along coast-linese~ and possessing stalk or cushion-like processes whereby they anchor themselves to rocks or shells~ or algm at the bottom of the sea, that the deposit in which their remains occur could not have been formed at any great distance from land, and that they were, in all pro-* At depths probably never exceeding 60 or 60 fathoms. Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 bability, drifted by tidal or other currents into those areas in which they became finally accumulated. This, coupled with the almost entire absence of sponge-splcules, tends moreover to prove that there were no siliceous sponges in those areas~ and, consequently, that the only substance which would have ensured their solution~ namely sponge or Foraminifera1 protoplasm (for in like manner no Foraminifera are observable in the limestone)~ was entirely wanting. Hence their immunity from destruction and perfect preservation in the limestone.
Of the existence of pure Diatomacean deposits at much greater depths in the ocean and at vastly greater distances fl'om land than those just named, there is, as every biologist knows~ abundant evidence--for example, in the antarctic regions, where they were discovered by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1843, and thirty years later by the naturalists on board the ' Challenger.' I have now before me sections of a Norwegian limestone literally crowded with marine diatoms of the kind already described, which are also in the same perfect state of preservation,--the inference I draw from these facts being that the unaltered condition of the organisms under notice is due to the very limited power of sea-water at moderate depths, and consequently under moderate pressure, even when aided by abundant products of animal and vegetable decomposition, to reduce silica to a colloidal state; and, eon-versely~ that tile superabundance, over the deep-sea calcareous areas~ of ~iliceous sponges and their concomitant protoplasmic investment furnishes us with a highly probable and satisfactory explanation why flint-formation has taken place under one determinate set of conditions and has failed entirely to take place where these conditions are absent.
Reasons have already been given by me for regarding the simple deposition of silica from an aqueous solution, whether in the condition of flint which Mr. Sollas describes as " crystallines" or of pure rock-crystal, as furnishing no parallel whatever to the process of the true chalk-flint formation as it occurs in tl/e chalk strat% in which I contend there is no deTositlon of silica in the ordinary acceptation of the term, but a still more simple process of solidification of two gelatinous colloids "more or less rich" (to quote an expression of Mr. Graham's) " in combined water as at first Trodueed," but which gradually part with their " combined water" to the surrounding medium, under the dialyzing action of their own gelatinous substance, and become more and more conso]idated until the period arrives when they have lost the whole of their "hydrations" and then " appear as a colloidal glassy hyalite" Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 (in other words, as typical flint) : see an invlauable paper by Mr. Graham, ,L On the Colloidal Properties of Silicic Acid and other Colloidal Substances," Proc. Roy. Soc. for June 2, 1864, p. 335, where nearly the whole of the changes and processes I have deseribed~. . although not with. relation to deepsea siliceous deposits, wall be found most lucidly set forth.
Mr. Soltas alludes throughout i~is paper, with one exception to be hereafter mentioned, to the flints as being composed of "crystalline silica." This expression strikes me as being so remarkable that I must quote some of the passages in which it occurs. Thus, at p. 445, " The silica of the sponge-skeletons occurs in conjunction (or probably in combination) with an organic basis known as splculin; on solution it is liberated from the spiculin, and exists in a colloid state, whence it readily passes into the pectous condition, and subsequently becomes hyaline; it is, moreover, probable that, under conditions not yet investlgated~ a solution of colloid silica may give rise directly to silica in a crystalline form." Again, at p. 4551 alluding to the silicifled Blackdown shell% he says :--" The crystalline silica, which the percolating water carries in solution~ passes through the shell~ and in some cases, under favourable condition% crystallizes out in long fine prisms." At p. 456 :--" Thus the crystalline state of thegqint nodules offers us no evidence for or against the theory of the formation of these [the Blackdown] fossils." And ':from this process of reasoning we conclude Ehat colloidal silica has the power of chan g, ing, in course of time, into a static or crystalline condition. ' And, lastly, reverting to p. 445, from which the first of these extracts was taken, we find the " crystalline " view thus emphasized :--" If it be objected that in this expanded explanation fact and conjecture are mixed together, I to some extent admit it, but at the same time remark that there is no conjecture in the statement that the silica which passes into solution is very different from the silica which has passed out of solution. The one may be conveniently called organic, and the other mineral silica; the properties of the two are strikingly different ; and the process which has really happened has been a solution of organic silica and a deposition of mineral silica, not a solution and deposition of the same kind of silica." The last truisms are quoted only because, as the entire passage stands, the term ~ mineral silica" would seem from the context to be a convertible term for " crystalline silica."
On the other hand, I subscribe to the opinion which, if I mistake not, is very generally entertained by chemist% that the flints are neither perfectly pure, nor, under any circum-Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 stances, a truly crystalline form of silicamsilica being of course the principal but not the sole constituent of the black flint met with in the chalk, which is a compound substance consisting of a purely finty matrix, within which varying numbers of the disintegrated remains of minute calcareous and siliceous organisms may almost invariably be detected on careful examination. Thus, in Phillips's ~ Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy,' the following, according to Klaproth, are the constituents of flint--" 98 per cent. of silica, with minute proportions of oxide of iron~ lira% alumina~ and water. ~ It may also be here stated with advantage that, according to Graham, siticic acid or silica becomes more and more insoluble the purer or more free from combined water it becomes. Hence the gelatinous compound formed by the ready and intimate combination of organic silica With, and also within, a mass of protoplasm, which is already an insoluble colloid, is to all intents and purposes no longer either soluble or miscible with water; whilst on the question of crystallizatiou Hr. Graham says, " I may add that no solution, wea]c or strong, of silicic acid in water has shown any disposition to deposit crystals, but ALWXYS appears, on drying, as a colloidal glassy hyalite. The formation of quartz crystals at a low temperature, of so frequent occurrence in nature, remains a mystery " (Graham, loc. cit. p. 335).
It is of the utmost importance to bear these last-named characteristics of silica constantly in mind, as upon them depends the preeminent tendency of this substance to enter into colloidal combination with any albuminoid substance, such as animal protoplasm. On the other hand, it is equally important to bear in mind that silica, the moment it has assumed its gelatinous state, although holding in combination a certain portion of water, is joracticaUy insoluble in water. Hence its inherent tendency, when combined directly with protoplasm~ not to imbibe more water, but to part with all but the infinitesimally minute trace that remains in combination with it up to the period when it is exposed to atmospheric agencies on dry land--this expulsion of its combined water being the res-ult partly of dialytic action, as already mentioned] and partly of its idiosyncratic tendency to contract (Graham~/oc. cit. p. 336) more and more upon itself~ and thus favour the expulsion of all but the last residuary quantity, before final and complete consolidation into flint% This consolidation is * I have seen an interesting fact stated (but where, I am at this moment unable to remember), that flint-workers always find the flint softer and more easy to cut away in flakes immediately after it is extracted Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Wallich on the Or~Oin of the also shown by Graham (loc. cir. p. 337) to be greatly assisted by the presence of alkaline salts and more particularly of carbonate of lime.
According to Mr. Sollas's statement already referred to, silicic acid forms, with albumen and gelatin, chemical compounds, silicate of albumen, and silicate of gelatin (ant~ p. 1637 note)~ and Mr. Sollas reasons upon it as if it were an indisputable fact. It may be so ; but, until I have some substantial proofs of the faet~ I confess I shall continue disinclined to believe that any chemical compound, such as silicic acid, or protoplasm, can be broken up into its elements by simple mechanical means, such as solution or diffusion. Thus glycerine and water may be mixed in any quantities without losing their chemical identity. So may two gelatinous and colloidal substances, as in the case of silieie acid and protoplasm, as soon after the death of the parent organism as the purely material forces step into the field to cause a combination of the silica, which had, in thefirst instance only, yielded so far, but no further~ to the guasi-chemieal action by which silicie acid, in the presence of a powerful colloid, exchanged one unstable condition in which it can exist without chemical disruption~ for another unstable condition in which it can also do SO.
On these grounds I contend that the union of these two ~ubstances is a purely mechanical combination or intermix-tur% whereby they become amalgamated, as it were, into an organic alloy, capable of retaining just sufficient "combined water" not to interfere, in the least degre% with their mutual insolubility in the surrounding water. Organic silic% or~ in other words~ silicic hydrate~ in the presence of protoplasm only~ passes into its gelatinous phase as soon as the preservative action of the livlng organism ceases with its death. "Decomposition" at the sea-bed, in the presence of the various saline preservative substances contained in sea-water, the low temperature prevailing, and the stupendous pressure (which, in all probability~ prevents any gaseous body from existing, save in its fluid condition), must necessarily be an extremely stow process. In the combined state of colloidal silica and protoplasm their insolubility helps still further to protect them from decomposition by excluding substances which might otherwise enter into chemical combination with them. They constitute an independent regnum in regno~ the permanence of which is interfered with only by the inherent and powerful tendency of from the chalk rock. This would appear to be in some way related to its retaining its permanent minute residuary quantity of water only until its exposure to the action of the atmosphere. Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 the combined mass of colloidal silicic acid and protoplasm to contract upon itself~ and thus to bring about~ by slow and sure degrees~ the separation of its combined water. But it is not until the transition is actually imminent~ from the plastic condition of the still nascent flint nodule to the final consolidated state when the nodule may be regarded as complet% that the minute residuum of watcr~ enabled under the enormous pressure to retain a portion of pure silica in solution, yields~ for the first time since it formed a component portion of the siliceous mass, to purely chemical forces, and thus~ by dialytic action~ escapes in its elementary form fi'om its long imprisonment. It is during the entire period~ dating from the death of the parent organisms that furnish the silica and protoplasm~ up to that at which the final consolidation takes place, that the innate tendency to the assumption~ by the continually contracting mass, of the peculiar external forms which so signally characterize the flint nodules~ exercises a determining effect upon them--this effect being in all probability at its maximum of energy in the early stages of the masses~ and at its minimum in their latest stages~ but never absent or materially interrupted in the quiescent solitudes of the ocean. It shall be shown hereafter that dead and effete albuminoid matter~ as well as livlng~ evinces this tendency to assume what I have tcrmed~ in the absence of a preferable word~ amcebiform outlines.
The varying number and contiguity of the flint nodules in different strata of chalk~ and in different parts of the same chalk-beds~ prove that these variations are due to varying extcnt~ bulk~ and rapidity of growth of the sponge-fields and their enveloping nidus of protoplasm~ both the siliceous and the albuminoid portions of these organisms being contributories to the flint-formation. Did the nodular flints really orlginat% as alleged by Mr. Sollas, in silicified chalk--if by this expression we are to understand that a siliceous solution derived from the solvent action of sea-water on the spicules~ aided by a partial admixture with the products of decayed organisms~ "replaced the calcareous material of the ooz%.., that siliceous chalk (not flint) was the result~ . . . and, subsequently~ this siliceous chalk became converted into black flint, an incompletely silicifled layer of chalk remaining as the white layer of its surface'--it is very difficult~ if not impossibl% to conceive why or how such flint assumed~ under any ulterior conditions short of re-solution and combination with a plentiful supply of colloid matter~ the amcebiform outlines l have so often alluded to. The replacement of carbonate of lime--whether in sponge-cavities~ shells~thc tests of Foraminifera, or masses of calcareous ooze--has never, that I am awar% been found coupled with Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 188 Dr. Wallich on the Origin of the change of form. On the contrary, we have in almost every pseudomorph, whether consisting of carbonate of lime after silica, or silica after carbonate of lime, or an admixture of both carbonate of lime and silica, a well-defined retention of the general outline of the object, although extending only to the ghostly remnant of the organic basal matter to which reference is made.
The necessary evidence is, I submit, therefore complete, of the black flint ~ not being the product, in any sense, of the replacement of one mineral substance by another, but the direct resultant of the gradual transition of its silica from a gelatinous to the "pectous" condition, during which the last removable vestige of its " hydration" is expelled and the production of " t£e hard stony mass of vitreous suSstance" called flint is consummated.
As these remarks apply more or less to the entire flintformation, including the cherty varieties, I hereto append a few short passages from Mr. Graham's paper on siticic acid, to which I have already been so deeply indebted for guidance in the present inquiry, as I should of course wish to give the whole weight of that illustrious physicist's scientific authority to the statements that have been put forward on the subject. Having done s% I shall consider my case concluded, so far as the mode of production of the flints is concerned.
" A dominating quality of colloids," Mr. Graham wrote, "is the tendency of their particles to adhere, aggregate, and contract. This idio-attraction is obvious in the gradual thickening of the liquid, and, when it advances, leads to pectization. In the jelly itself the specific contraction in question, or syneeresis, still proceeds, causing separation of water, with the division into a coagulum and serum, and ending in the production of the hard stony mass of vitreous substance, which may be anhydrous, or nearly so, when the water is allowed to escape by evaporation ....
Bearing in mind that the colloidal phasis of matter is the result of a peculiar attraction and aggregation of molecules, never entirely absent from matter, but greatly more developed in some substances than in others, it is not surprising that colloidal substances spread on all sides into the liquid and solid conditions ....
It is unnecessary to reture here to the ready pectization of liquid silicic acid by alkaline salts, including some of very sparing solubility (such as carbonate of lime), beyond stating that the presence of carbonate of lime • Throughout my paper I have spoken of the black .flint and tho typical .flint of the upper or wldte chalk, only because the charactera I wish to account for are most strikingly seen in it. Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 FliRts oft he L~ioer or WMte Chalk. 189 in water was observed to be incompatible with the coexistence of soluble silicic acid, tilt the proportion of the latter was reduced to nearly 1 in 10,000" (lee. dr. ante~, pp. 336, 337) .
Of course, between the most highly developed cherty form of flint and that in which is an admixture of foreign partic[es~ of whatever kind these may b% there is an almost infinite gradation, depending, as I have in a t%rmer page pointed out, on the replacement, now talcing effect for the first time, of carbonate of lime by silica. In'order to understand by what very simple means this result is brought about~ I wilt endeayour to illustrate it by the diagrams in the Plate accompanying this paper, representing four of the most common tbrms m which the typical nodular flints are met with in the Chalk~ all peculiarities as regards external form being of course dispensed with as irrelevant to the present inquiry. For this reason each of the four nodules is supposed to have been more or less spherical (a condition~ by the way~ in which they are not unfrequently met with), and to have been split in hMf, so as to exhibit the flat and broken surface of one of the hemispheres.
In figure 1 we have a solid mass of typical black flint, surrounded exteriorly by a whitish crust or layer, the thickness of which is immaterial, inasmuch as it depends ahnost entirely on the degree of commination and purity of the deposit in the spot at which it was formed. The portion which is now a mass of the typical black flint (marked B in all the figures) consisted originally of an accumulation of effete sponge-spicules and network, which~ immediately after the death of the parent sponge to which they belonged~ became loosely distributed within the substance of the also effete investing protoplasmic nidus % Here they would be retained, more or less free * "Effete" is not meant to denote a state of decomposition in the common acceptation of the word, inasmuch as every known t:aet tends to show that no such process takes place at profound depths in the ocean. Disintegration (i. e. tumbling to pieces) mgy, and no doubt does, take place, either in obedience to mechanical, chemical, or molecular forces, under the operation of which dead organic matter is enabled to enter into new combinations. This distinction is more important than it at first sight appears to be, since there is reason to believe that in such an elementary substance as sponge-protoplasm, and likewise in the examples known to every algologist, in which the development of a protoplasmic nidus or " thallus "is of%ca so enormous in comparison with the dimensions and apparent capabilities of secretion of the organisms producing it~ that it is extremely difficult to understand by what subtle or simple function (if it be indeed simple) such a massive adjunct can be produced and maintained for lengthened periods. The singularly rapid disrupt.ion of this adjunct, following upon the death of the organism of which it formed a part, furnishes one of the most instructive and significant commentaries we could desire upon the complete Dr. Wallich on the Origin @the from contact with sea-water~ owing to the insolubility and coherence of the protoplasm 7 and would in due time yield to the powerful solvent influence of this substance (an influence which is at its maximum when exerted between substances that are colloidal), and eventually~ by parting with their hydration in obedience to the law which governs these bodies-' as their state of peetization became more perfect~ would become consolidated into black flint.
Wherein~ then~ does the external whitish layer or crust of the nodul% and which also forms a crust or coating over the surface of the tabular layers of flint-' differ in its mode of formation from that I have just been deseribing--namely~ of the central mass of black flint .9 The explanation, I contend, is both simple and conclusive. At this stage of the formation of the nodular mass (not in point of time-' but of material} replacement of the carbonate of lime by silica, rarely~ if ever-' a complete dorocess +7 comes into operation. An examinatmn of sections of nodules embracing both a portion of the true flint and of its outer investing crust of chert will show that the transition from pure flint to well-pronounced chert is a gradual one-' so gradual~ indeed 7 that it would often be difficult~ were not a difference of eolour apparent~ to recognize it~ except by the impairment of the vitreous character~ conchoidal fractur% and translucence which distinguish the flint from the crust of chert. Seen~ however~ as a section under the microscop% it is always visible. On the outer aspect of the cherty crusb on the other hand~ there is no gradation obsm'vable either as regards eolour or texture; for-' although in nearly every nodular mass a certain quantity of unmetamorphosed chalk is closely adherent to it externally~ a very little trouble will show that not a trace of siliceous percolation has extended beyond the peridependence of organic matter for its continuance, as living matter, upon the unknown quantity we eall life. A mere breath destroys the hnk that hinds together the animate and inanimate ; and, as if eager to regain the sway they once enjoyed, when life " was not," the material forces of nature set about their normal task of disintegrating and reconstructing the dements which had for a time so successfully set them at defiance. If we extend this conception (and there is no reasonable ground for saying we have no warrant for so doing) to the stupendous development of sponge-life at the bed of the ocean, we shall not experience difficulty in comprehending how the silica and the protoplasm of the sponge, wt~ich respected each other's rights so long as the vital force presided over them~ should, under the now unrestrained action of their powerful combining tendeneies~ interact u~on each other in the way that has here been indieated. * Mr. Sollas (at p. 449 of his paper) speaks of the white outer crust of the flints as "an incompletely sfl"icified layer @chalk." Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 phery of the cherty wall, the adhesion of the cretaceous particles being due solely to their having become imbedded here and there, while the i~inty mass was yet in an unconsolidated state, into little pits or cavities formed by the pressure of the cretaceous particles themselves~ or into other equally accidental irregularities of the surface of the nascent nodule. The adherence of any portion of chalk to the nodule is a mere mechanical adherence arising out of the grip thus secured. Now, according to the replacement theory, the entire mass of black flint was at one time a mass of calcareous ooz% which, becoming impregnated with a fluid aqueous solutlon of silica, became gradually silicified. Had this really taken place, one of two things must have happened : either the replacement of the calcareous material must have begun from some central point or points, by the admission of the siliceous solution into the centre of the mass through some channels which communicated with the surrounding medium--in which case a period must have arrived at which the external layer of the mass undergoing silicification must also have come under the influence of the replacing siliceous fluid and have in its turn become completely converted into black flint, the replacement thus extending radially from the centre of the mass to its periphery; or the replacement must have taken place from without and extended centrewards. It will be obvious, however, that under the latter supposition the outer coating must of necessity have been the first portion of the mass to be converted into flint. But it is almost needless to observe that in neither case is the theory of replacement borne out, inasmuch as in the first-named case the outer coating must sometimes, at least, have been converted into black flint--a condition in which it is never found; and in the second cas% the silicification having begun from the periphery towards the centrej nodules must occasionally have been met with in which a coating of black flint (not possess-6zg a cherty external layer) surrounded the yet unmetamorphosed central calcareous mass--another condition in which we never find it unless under the wholly exceptional circumstances where the nodule has, after separation from its chalky matrix, undergone attrition.
In the early nascent state of each nodule no chemical replacement of' mineral for mineral has taken place on either side--the extensions of the colloidal siliceous jelly, and the intervening masses of calcareous deposit interlacing mechani-cally~ and changing their relative boundaries only in obedience to the slow contraction going on in the colloidal, mass towards its own centre or a centre or point d'appul consisting 14" Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Wallich on the Origin of theof some shell or other foreign substance that happened to come in the way and became thus accidentally enveloped either partially or wholly. According to Mr. Graham, "a dominating quality of colloids is the tendency of their particles to adhere~ aggregate, and cont,'act. In the jelly itself the spee[3~c contraction or synosresis still proceeds, causing separation of water with a division into a clot and serum~ and endin.q in. the ]oroduction of a hard stony mass of vitreous structure " (Graham, " On S~ieie Acid and other Colloids," Proc. l~oy. Soe. vol. xiii. no. 65, June 1864, p. 336) .
Here, then, is the key to my hypothesis, and, as I conceiv% proof that the characteristic features, including the stratification and nodulation of the flints, are due to the inherent properties of the double colloid formed by the intense disposition of the colloidal protoplasm to enter into mechanical union (as in the ease of glycerine and water) with the organic silica of the sponge-spicules and network-this tendency dating, however, only from the period when they ceased to be integral portions of a living structure and had already become only its residuary substances.
Having now explained, but still too cursorily to admit of my producing all the evidence that could be adduced in support of my view~ the processes whereby the nodules and tabular layers of flint and the cherty varieties are formed, from the earliest to the latest stage of their nascent condition, it remains tbr me to connect these with my hypothesis in such a manner as to show :--tirstly~ the adequacy of the hypothesis to account not for on% or two, but for all the distinguishing features of the flint-formation as it now presents itself in the Chalk; and~ secondly~ in what respects the replacemerit and other theories that have been proposed must be considered faulty and insufficient to account for any thing more than the formation at the bed of the ocean of an impure flint~ and the silicifieation of certain calcareous-shelled creatures which are entombed in the chalk and flint. I cannot secure this end more readily and~ under existing eircumstancesj more appropriately than by quoting such portions of my former paper as bear on my hypothesis. But for the reasons assigned I should~ of course, have been content to append references to the pages in question.
Referring to the insufficiency of the hypothesis previously offered in explanation of the Flint-formation~ I asked :--" ~Vhence, then, did all the silica come ? Why is it almost invariably found existing in layers parallel to the stratification of the Chalk? And what has really been its history~ from ~first to last ? Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 u It is to these questions that I hop% on the present occasion, to be able to furnish such answers as shall, at all events, form the groundwork of a good working hypothesis, and one capable of further elaboration as time and opportunity permit. Meanwhile I may be allowed to state that the conclusions arrived at by me have their origin in the assumption that, in the nearly total elimination of the organic silica from the organic carbonate of lime, in the almost constant aggregation of the colloid silica around some foreign body, in the ultimate consolidation of the colloid material into nodular masses or more or less continuous sheet% in the stratification of these masses and sheets, and~ collaterally, in the perfectly preserved state of many of the Cretaceous fossil% are to be discerned the successive stages of a metamorphic actim b whereby the protoplasmic matter and silica present on the sea-bed, after having first passed through an organic phase capable of resisting disintegration and decay, became once more amenable to those purely material forces in obedience to which they entered upon their new and secondary phase as Flints ~.
" But even yet the chain of metamorphic action must have remained incomplete but for the manifest connexion which I was fortunately enabled, in 1860, to trace out between each of the successive stages referred to and a condition of things at the sea-bed then tbr the first time noticed--namely, that the entire mass of animal life there present is confined to the immediate surface-layer of the muddy deposit, alternating periods being thereby established, during which one of the two predominant animal types (Foraminifera and Sponges) gradually overwhelms and crushes out the other over indefinite local areas~ the strata of chalk in the one case, and the intercalated flint-beds in the other, being the issue of these contests.
,t Should it be asked, Why, then~ do we find so striking a lithological difference between the Chalk and the Atlantic mud ? the answer is, because our specimens of the mud represent only the constituent materials forthcoming at a depth of a few inches beneath the surface, where, if my hypothesis be correct, there must needs be accumulated nearly the whole of the silica. Whereas, were it possible to obtain specimens, say, from a depth of even a few feet, we should find that all, save the small residuary portion detected by analysis in the Chalk, had in like manner been eliminated from the mad." * "Much valuable information ~ on Qualq~z and other Forms of Silica ' will be found in a paper bearing this title, from the pen of Prof. Rupert Jones, F.R.S. Uutbrtunatelv. . I was unable to avail myself of it, bein.g unaware of its existence until the present communication had been laid before the Geological Society." Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 "A very important fact has to be here noticed in relation to the siliceous materials which are supposed to be normally and uniformly distributed throughout the substance of the calcareous mud at the period of its deposition on the sea-bed. In order to understand the full significance of this fact~ it is indispensable to recollect that~ whereas the carbonate of lime of the effete Globigerine and other foraminiferous shells is to a certain extent redissolved in the water charged with an excess of carbonic acid~ and the amount thus abstracted is too insignificant to produce any material diminution in the mass of the calcareous deposit, nearly the whole of the organi% and probably a not inconsiderable pro.portion of the inorganic silica which has been found present in some specimens of tile Atlantic mud~ is dissolved under the conditions that prevail. For~ whereas the calcareous matter is furnished partly fl'om the ddbris of Foraminifera which pass their existence only at the bottom of the ocean, and partly fi'om such as live at the surface and subside to the bottom only when dead~ the whole of the silex-secreting organisms~ with the solitary exception of tile sponges~ subside to the bottom only a~er death. The result is~ that the whole of the organic silic% the moment it reaches the bottom~ comes into contact with the protoplasmic layer and is retained by it. Hence the quantity present in every sample of mud obtained (as all our samTles hitherto have been) by a mere dip into the superficial stratum of a few inches in depth~ does not fairly represent the jgercentaffe of silica contained and sup29osed to be equally distributed in the substrata~ but only the accumulated amount of that substance which has been getting aecessions ~br an indefinite jaeriod ~i'om the superlncum. bent waters.
" In the case of the sponges that occur in such numbers on every square yard of tile calcareous mud~ and live more or less imbedded in the soft and luxuriantly developed nidus of their own protoplasm~ the result described must necessarily take place In a still more signal degre% since ever V spicul% and every particle of their siliceous ddbris~ is not only tbrmed but accumulated within this protoplasmic environment. Therefor% instead of there being from 25 to 35 per cent. of silic% soluble and insolubl% in the calcareous mud~ at a depth~ say, of eighteen or twenty-ibur inches below the surface there is in all probability not more than is to be met with in an average specimen of white chalk.
"If we follow out to its legitimate issue a continuance of such conditions as have been here described, it is obvious that a period must arrive when the protoplasmic masses (whicl b owing to their inferior specific gravity~ always occupy Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 this position in relation to the calcareous mud~ upon which they may be said to float so as to form an intermediate stratum between them and the superincumbent water) will becom% if not supersaturated with silica~ at all events so highly charged with it in a now colloid state more and more closely approaching coagulation, as eventually to asphyxiate, so to speak, the very organisms which have produced them.
"If we turn to the less promiuen b because negative~ conditions that prevail at the sea-bed, we shall perceive that they are of a kind specially favourable for securing uniformity of results, both as regards the time occupied in their completion and the nature of the changes which are effected by them. Thus we know that the abyssal waters closely bordering on the sea-bed itself are, in the majority of cases 7 m a state so nearly approaching perfect quiescence, that no current of sufficient energy exists to divert from their downward course particles of matter so light and feathery as to have taken probably many weeks, if not months, to sink down from the surface of the sea to theh" final resting-place at the bottom. On the other hand~ there is nothing as yet known that could lead to the inference that the periods required for the deposition and consolidation of each succeeding stratum of chalk~ and its accompanying stratum of flints, bear any proportion to those gradual and more rarely recurring secular changes in the direction of the great oceanic currents which (to repeat Sir Charles Lyell's words) favour at one time in the same area a supply of calcareous, and at another of siliceous matter ; whilst, as a natural consequent% the prevailing uuitbrmity of the physical conditions must inevitably engender a corresponding uniformity and simultaneousness in the development~ growth, and final death and decay of the various lower forms of life that are under its inflnenee. If this be tru% we might expect that over large areas of the calcareous sea-bed a very preponderating number of ~he sponges would, almost simul-taneously~ spring into existence from the germs or gemmules left by a preceding generation, and as simultaneously multiply and di% to be succeeded in turn by another generation~ and so on. We are thus furnished with an auxiliary~ though (as 1 shall presently show) by no means the most important, factor in determining the simultaneous production of the flint nodules and sheets over extended horizontal areas."
"The stratification of the flints is due to the fac% already touched upon in a previous pug% that nearly the whole of the silex derived fi'om the Sponges on the one hand, and the continual subsidence of minute dead siliceous organisms on the other~ is retained in the general protoplasmic layer~ which Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015
Dr. Wallieh on the Or;gln of the I have shown maintains its position on the immediate surface of the calcareous deposit~ and gradually dissolves the silex. This laye U in virtue of its inferior'specific gravity~ rises with every increase in the thickness of the deposit~ until at last the supersaturation of the protoplasmic masses with silex takes plae% and the first step towards the consolidation into flint is accomplished--the continuity of sponge-life, and of the various other forms which tenant the calcareous areas~ being secured through the oozy spaces which separate the spongebeds, and thus admit of both adult and larval forms having free access to the overlying stratum of water.
"That the predisposition of silica~ itself in reMity a colloid 7 to form colloidal combinations with albuminous and other materials was known long before deep-sea e~ploration was dreamt of~ is a well-known historical fact ; it has been alluded to by most of the writers who have attempted an explanation of the mode of fbrmation of the flints. But the various conditions that present themselves~ from the earliest elimination of the silica from the sea-water to the pel%d when it becomes ~nMly consolidated~ have never 7 that I am awar% been conseeutively followed out.
" But that the colloidal idiosyncrasy of silica performed a much more important function in the phenomena connected with the flints than has heretofore been supposed~ appears to ms to be indicated by the evidence of the almost perfect incorporation of the organic silica with a colloid material, the unique Amcebiform nodulatio'n of the flints~ and its homogeneousness 7 whether occurring in nodules~ in continuous sheets parallel to the stratification 7 or as sluggish overflows into fissures in the Chalk. But for a very highly developed colloidal condition of the materials~ these peculiarities could not, I conceive, have presented themselves so uniformly throughout the formation. From a mere aqueous solution the deposit of silica would have exhibited totally different characters : there would have been a general infiltration into the substance of the ehatk, the particles of which would thereby have been cemented together, so as to form a siliceous limestone; the various minute organic forms in which the silica showed itself~ though~ no doubt~ capable of solution to a limited extent in water charged more or less highly with carbonic aeid~ and aided perhaps by the stupendous pressur% would have occasionally left more pronouneed~ traces of their original structure than is observable in the body of the flints ; probably all the fossils would have been either infiltrated with silie% or a substitution of that substance would have taken place even more frequently than we find it ; there would have Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 of the Upper or White C£allc. 197 been no signs of the specific contractility t)ertaln]ng to colloidal silicic acid; the resulting siliceous mineral, instead of appearing, when not rendered cherty by insoluble matter, as ~a colloidal glassy hyalite,' would have presented itself either as compact quartz, or possibly as an alkaline sitieate ; and~ lastly, there would have been wanting the evidence of the greater portion of the siliceous material having been, as it were, continuously waylaid and absorbed, as it descended from the surface of the ocean, into the colloidal protoplasmic mass resting upon the immediate upper surface of the calcareous deposit.
Flints
" In conclusion, I beg to express a hope that, although the length already attained by the present communication has debarred me from bringing forward a number of important facts and observations which would have materially strengthened my arguments, considering the complex nature of the inqulr~ and the special difficulties belonging to it, the following conclusions have, on the whole, been fairly sustained :--1. That the siliea of the flints is derived mainly fi'om the sponge-beds and sponge-fields which exist in immense profusion over the areas occupied by the Globigerine or calcareous ' ooze.' 2. That the deep-sea sponges, with their environment of protoplasmic matter, constitute by far the most important and essential factors in the production and stratification of tile flints. 3. That, whereas nearly tlle whole of the carbonate of lim% derived partly from Foraminifera and other organisms that have lived and died at the bottom, and partly from such as have subsided to the bottom only after death, goes to build up the calcareous stratum, nearly the whole of the silica, whether derived from the deep-sea sponges or from surface Protozoa, goes to form tlle flints. 4. That the sponges are the only really important contributors to the flint-fbrmation that live and die at the sea-bed. 5. That the flints are just as much an organic product as the Chalk itself. 6. That the stratification of the flint is the immediate result of all sessile Protozoan life being confined to the superficial layer of the muddy deposits. 7. That the substance which received the name of ~Bathybius,' and was declared to be an independent living Moneron~ is, in reality, sponge-protoplasm. Dr. Wallich on the Origin of t)fe they conceived to be vast masses of it in dredging in the Worth Atlantic, at the same time that they discovered vast numbers of vitreous sponges whose root-fibres and spicules were densely mixed up with it "like hairs in mortar." The deep-sea explorations on board the C Challenger' confirmed the existence over other are/is of the ocean besides the North Atlantic, where they had first been found, of like vast accumulations of sponges. On this all but conclusive evidence I ventured to assume that Bathyblus, though not an independent living thing, was not altogether a myth, but veritable spongeprotoplasm. I refer to the circumstance now solely in explanation of my having appended to this paper a figure (P1. XI. fig. 5 ) of the so-called Bathybius (copied from tcli~ckel's figure, a representation of which is to be found in Sir W. Thomson's ' Depths of the Sea,' p. 412), with a view to show what I mean by an amoeb~form outline. It must be recollected~ however, that, owing to the nature of the con~titions to which a little viscid mass of the kind has unavoidably to be subjected when examined in the microscope, an undue amount of flattening-out must take place. It had evidently taken place in the specimen from which Haeckel's drawing was taken. Hence, as a perfectly typical specimen of an Amoeba-like form, it might certainly be surpassed. But it has this extraordinary merit--that it is not a figure of Amoeba, but, according to my interpretation, ofsponge-Troto21asm itse~ which, for the purposes of the present inquiry, is infinitely more to the purpose than the best figure of an Amoeba could possibly have been. At all events any one looking at it who is also familiar with the appearances exhibited by Ameba will, at a glance, recognize the identity in character, and have no difficulty in perceiving that, but for the abnormal flatteningout of the mass by compression iust referred to, no more conclusive testimony could have been furnished of the tendency of an organic colloid, and notably of the material itself which is so largely concerned, according to my hypothesis, in the production and determination of the unique but nevertheless undefinable type of irregular form of the flint nodules, to assume the forms in question.
I would add that I have never said or written, because I have never so believed, that the living sponge-protoplasm has any thing to do with the flint-formation. It stands in the same direct relation to the living parent sponges as the protoplasmic investment of a group of Botryllid~e, adherent to a mass of' rock~ does to these organisms; or the gelatinous thatlus, often of great comparative bulk, which surrounds some of the freshwater protophytes. It is only after the Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 death of the sponge that the spicules, already resting within the protoplasmic mass, combine with it and pass through the phase which has already been described by me in a previous fPoOrtion of this paper, and was pointed out at p. 72 of my rmer paper in the extract which will be found antS, p. 192.
It only remains for me to mention that the u Coccoliths " which form so prominent a feature in H~ckel's figure have, in reality, no connexion whatever with the protoplasmic mass in which they rest. This I maintained in a paper on the nature of the so-called "Bath~tbius" (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1875~ p. 325) . No doubt Coccoliths, subsiding in the shape of disjecta membra of the parent Coccospheres from the surfacewaters of the ocean which they inhabit~ are constantly showered down in certain regions upon the sponge-fields on the sea-bed below. And when this is the case they no doubt ultimately undergo silicification by replacement, just as the Foraminifera do. But in ~ all probability their extremely minute size and delicate structur% when so silicified~ alone prevent us from detecting their spectral pseudomorphs in the flints, except when silicified outside, or~ I should rather say, not imbedded directly within the substance, but within a cavity of the siliceous jelly. It is in this wise that they remain perfect in the flint-cavities along with the also free Foraminifera and other included objects.
Having stated, in a former part of these observations (p. 193), that the strict limitation of all sessile animal life present at the sea-bed to tile immediate surface-layer of the mudd deposit, which is an invariable characteristic of the ealea:Yeous and probably all abyssal areas where living Protozoa are to be found, supplies the key to the whole of the unique phenomena observable in the flint formation~ I will now endeavour to furnish an ideal picture of the condition under which the periodical formation of the strata of flint takes place. The Potstones of the Norwich Chalk appear to me to furnish a supplementary clue to the solution of this problem in spite of the still undetermined question whether they are the fossil remains of some Titanic sponge, like the Ventrieulites. Fortunately it is sufficient to know that they were gigantic vitreous sponges, .... and must have grown one after another, each out of the reverted bosom of its immediate predecessor and parent. In this manner~ and in this manner only, does it seem possible to explain their forming columnar assemblages, the height of each column, as seen in such faces of the chalk as are exposed to view, approaching 30 feet, each individual in each columnar series being about 3 feet in height. Hence they traverse several successive strata of chalk, passing directly through the The inference I would draw from these facts is that~ whereas the living portion of each individual sponge was restricted to one plane~ and that plane was determined by~ and therefore followed, each rise in the level of the surrounding deposit~ the growth being due to simple repetitive divisions of parts, and not to a process of reproduction, until the maximum height and perhaps maximum age attainable by each individual had been arrived at~ the death of the parent Titar~ was synchronous with and perhaps dependent on the intervention of a true reproductive process, whereby a successor was pro-dueed~ who was destined to pass through a similar cycle of existence. We may assume also that the enormous size of each individual~ as compared with the other sponges and forms of animal life that passed their lives on the same sea-bed~ would enable it to rear its head high enough above the general level: when occasion demanded~ to enable it to continue its existence uninterruptedly while the organisms around were perishing.
The stralification of the flints in layers of nodules and tabular masses may, I conceive, be similarly accounted for.
Starting with the ti~cts that the calcareous areas of the ocean (which are the representatives of those in which the ancient chalk was deposited) consist of vast expanses of this deposit, interrupted only by sponge-fields and sponge-beds (the one living and flourishing in the intervals from which it had either gradually expelled or yielded up its ground to the other), what must have occurred, and be still occurring, over the calcareous sea-bed ? As the sponges encroached (in virtue of their undoubtedly more rapid growth ~) on the domains of the Foraminifera, the latter would, here and there, be overwhelmed by the protoplasmic masses and simply asphyxiated. The sponges would, in turn, encroach on each other, * Prof. Martin Duncan says, with reference to the slow rate a~: which deep-sea deposits are formed :--" With reference to the great thickness of deep-sea deposits, .... I have satisfied myself, t¥om late researches,, that the rate of deposition is exceedingly slow. Thus an electric cable was laid down in the GloN'gerina-ooze region~ and. six years after a considerable coral-growth had taken place on it. Some of the living calices. . were. close above the cables ; and therefore the deposit had beeninfimteslmal m that time. Again, there are stow-growing Echinoderms, Corals, and Spongida in place in many chalk series ; and it is evident that the foraminiferal and sedimentary deposit was infinitely slower than their growth" (Anniversary Addres~ Geol. Soc. London, 1877, by Prof. Martin Duncan, M.B, F.R.S., p. 44).
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Flints of the Upper or White Chalk. 201 and eventually crush out and destroy some of their own kind--their siliceous remains, no longer restrained by vital forces, thenceforward becoming subject to material forces, and, as suggested in a previous portion of this paper, entering into colloidal combination with the protoplasm by which they were surrounded. Meanwhile Foraminiferal life would continue to multiply iu all the vacant spaces. Small patches and masses of the ooze would be enveloped by masses of protoplasm; living organisms of various kinds would be similarly entrapped and entombed by the closing around and over them of the protoplasmic masses ; and meanwhile a never-ceasing rain of minute calcareous-and siliceous-shelled organisms from the surface of the ocean would fall down upon the sea-bed, the protoplasmic and colloidal aggregations receiving their share, and allowing these foreign bodies to sink into their substance and become the bases of the future pseudomorphs of the flint.
But whilst the Foraminifera, as they died off, would leave their remains on the spots where they died, and thus assist infinitesimally, but continuously, in building up the cretaceous deposit, each new brood being born, living, and dying on the surface of the sea-bed, and the races being kept up by those occupying the vacant spaces, the sponges as they died off would not leave their remains on the sea-bed itself, but those remains would be one after the other absorbed by and form part of the colloidal masses of protoplasm aud silica clinging together, and floating, as it were, on the immediate surface of the sea-bed. This tendency of the colloidal masses of silica "to adhere, aggregate, and contract," their viscidity, immiscibility with the water, and the extreme difficulty with which they could be made to sink at all into the substance of the ooze, would enable them continuously to maintain a position immediately resting upon the subjacent deposit ; and in this wise they would accumulate, and, by perpetual accessions of siliceous remains from without, gradually become saturated with silica.
But even yet certain conditions would have to be fulfilled before any thing like simultaneous molecular or chemical action could take place over vast areas so as to produce the stratification of the resultant siliceous masses.
Owing to the perfect stillness prevailing at the sea-bed, the total absence of currents, the nearly constant uniformity of temperature, and the perfect uniformity and constancy of all the other conditions prevailing there, together with the immense periods concerned in the deposition of the strata, there is every probability that the growth of the entire series of Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 202 Dr. Wallich on the Orig¢n of the ~ponges occupying the area in which they flourish in the highest degree, owing to the uniformity of all the above conditions, would proceed pari passu. It would follow, therefore, as a natural consequence, that the time requisite for the growth and arrival at maturity of the whole series would, in like manuer, become uniform. The uniformity, moreover, of the supply of food, inseparable from the nature of the case-nay, the physical necessity that in a vast fluid medium like the ocean diffusion would take place with unerring uniformity of all the inorganic and organic substances on which nutrition depends--would assist, if not actually enforce, a rate of growth uniform in the groups distributed over the same areas. And thus the various groups would necessarily arrive simultaneously at that stage of their being when their asphyxiation by the supercharging of their protoplasmic masses with silica would end their career.
If we reflect, moreover, that we are dealing with conditions that must have been equally real and effective ever since the period when the earliest flint-producing deposits began to be formed at all, we can hardly doubt that the law which governs the growth of the sponges at the bottom of the deep sea must have caused them to complete their first cycle in the history of the flint-bearing chalk within a certain cosmic period, and that, owing to the uniformity of the conditions which have ever since prevailed, there must have been an approximate uniformity in the completion of each cycle since that period.
As the result of these operations, extensive areas of the calcareous sea-bed would, after a certain period, be simultaneously covered with protoplasm supersaturated with silica in its gelatinous condition, and a constant coalescence and tearing asunder of portions of the masses would take place, owing partly to their inherent contractility and diminution in volume through the expulsion of their combined water. Judging from what is known of the time necessary to bring about the change in silica from the gelatinous to the nearly perfectly anhydrous state, when it may be said to become finally consolidated into a hard, stony mass, it is not improbable that the process would not be a very protracted one, even when conducted on the vast scale referred to--a f~ct, if it be one, which would materially decrease the possibility of the extinction of the minute forms of life that build up the calcareous deposits. They would perpetuate their species in the intervals unoccupied by the nascent flint-masses, and gradually entomb them. On the other hand, the sponges would perpetuate their species by gemmules distributed over the generM surface of the sea-Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 bed, which would settle and develop wherever there were vacant areas and favourable conditions.
In those tracts where the sponge-fields were altogether predominant, the dense colloidal areas, viscid and coherent enough t9 prevent their flowing out laterally, would become consolidated into tabular sheets, more or less unbroken, inasmuch as their contractility would exert itself chiefly in decreasing their thickness, as the expulsion of the combined water would go on uninterruptedly over their entire surfaces. On the other hand, in those tracts in which Sponge and Foraminiferal life had been split up into small contiguous patches, or the sponges occupied only sparsely scattered plots, the nodular flints would form, and be correspondingly distributed through the calcareous bed. It is here that the powerful contractile power resident in the colloidal masses would exert itself most freely on all sides, evel T little irregularity of surface caused by living or dead animal structures &c. tending still further to break up the masses, which, during their tearing asunder, would assume the amvebiform outlines which have been so often referred to by me as specially characteristic of animal proto. plasm or albumen, and which may, to a certain extent, be seen when fresh albumen is mixed with cold water and gently shaken up, and then allowed to settle. That protoplasm--the protoplasm of the deep-sea sponges--does veritably assume these forms is an indisputable fact, attested by H~ckel and Sir Wyvi]le Thomson. I had myself once seen this material offthe south-east coast of Greenland, in a sounding taken at a depth of nearly a couple of thousand fathoms, in which I found the minute sponge which Mr. Perceval Wright named after me. But I had not any idea at the time, or until many years afterwards, what the extraordinary glairy substance pervading the mud really was; and consequently I threw away the only chance I have had of seeing it in its perfectly recent stage.
It is a remarkable circumstance that, throughout the long cruise of the ' Challenger,' nothing whatever should have been discovered which might throw some light on the formation of the flints at the sea-bottom. Constant mention has been made of the immense abundance, in certain regions, of sponges ; but I am not aware that any dead shell of a mollusk or echinoderm wah found in the dredgings, the interior of which was filled up with colloid silica, or silica in an already consolidated state. One would have thought that, amongst the almost countless number of shells landed on the deck of the ship, whether from calcareous or siliceous bottoms, some trace of incipient fossilization or flint-formation must have Downloaded by [Purdue University] at 01:23 15 January 2015 204 On the Origin of the Flints of the Upper Chalk. turned up. But, on carefully considering the matter, it becomes obvious that the chances are a million to one, comparing human with cosmical periods, against the ' Challenger' dredge coming across any portion of the ocean in which that special stage in the flint-formation had been reached, when the consolidation of the pectous silica was just commencing, or just being completed. In all such operations of nature, we are too apt to forget that, whilst time and money are said to be almost convertible terms in human affairs, both time and money are unknown at the bottom of the sea, except when man ]aas been either foolish or unfortunate enough to leave there all that remains to him of these good things.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI.
Figures l to 4 are diagrammatic representations of nodular masses of black flint from the Upper or White Chalk (as seen in section), and are intended to illustrate the mode of formation of the flint~ its outer investing layer of chert, and other points referred to below.
F~g. 1 represents the section of a spherical nodtfle of solid black flint enveloped in its white or greyish-coloured outer layer of chert. Fig. 2 represents the section of a similar spherical nodule, in which the central portion of a mass of calcareous and possibly some siliceous d4bris had been surrounded by the colloidal mass of protoplasm and silica, the contraction of which upon itself had been so groat as to compress into a closely compacted mass the contained materials~ these having been converted into chert by the incomplete replacement of their carbonate of lime by silica. • 'lg. 3. A similar section to the last, in which, however, the included material was insufficient to occupy the whole cavity, the vacant portions having in all probability been occupied originally by water.
F~. 4. A similar section to no. 2, having in the middle of its central cherty mass a drusy cavity lined with crystals of pure quartz. Prof. H~ickel's original drawing of a specimen examined by him under the microscope, in a supposed living condition. This figure is introduced here, not because I have ever believed in the existence of J~athybius as an independent structure, but because I regard the substance to which that name was given as simple sponge-protoplasm, in order to show that even in the dead state of this substance it is capable of exhibiting amcebiform outlines when subjected to gentle pressure.
